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Editorial: RNA and Protein Mutations Lead to New
Functional Chemosensory Protein
It is just the way imposed by the genetic code in the deep inner core
of tissue cells in all organisms. A series of defined triplets in the DNA
encodes for a precise combination of amino acids at the protein level.
ATGGATTGCGTG (DNA or gene) changes to AUGGAUUGCGUG
(RNA, single gene product) to encode Methionine, Aspartate, Cysteine
and Valine amino acid residue, building thereby a crucial motif for the
protein function. The motif cannot be changed without disrupting the
protein function, which is directly related to the structure of that
protein. So functioning of the “first place” life molecular element, i.e.
“protein”, resides in the synthesis of a faithful copy of the product
encoded in the genetic material, i.e. “DNA”. One piece of DNA (gene)
codes one single piece of protein motif. From DNA-to-RNA-to protein,
there is no mistake allowed. Any frameshift mutation or single base
substitution that is disruptive to the genetic code, thus altering the
number of bases and their position in the original sequence is not
allowed by nature. There is no mistake possible and if it does, the result
is a pathological disease [1-2].
To prevent any error in the protein translation process from gene
and RNA, eukaryotic (and prokaryotic) cells have developed
sophisticated proofreading mechanisms, i.e. specific enzymes called
RNA polymerases that are capable of backtracking thereby minimizing
the number of single nucleotide base mutations. This ensures accuracy
in the transition from gene, RNA to protein [3]. However, this does not
exclude the possibility that the cell can eventually switch the protein
function thanks to single point mutations in key structural features of
that protein.
Other specific enzymes, namely adenosine deaminase acting on
RNA (ADAR) and adenosine deaminases acting on tRNA (ADAT), are
known to mediate A-to-G and U-to-C conversion, respectively, not
only in human, insects and plants, but also in yeasts and bacteria [4-5].
Therefore, apparently in all various organisms, RNA can change and
eventually codes for a new protein bearing novel function. In the brain
of insects such as the fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster and the German
cockroach Blatella germanica, it has been shown that edited RNA
transcripts encode for voltage-dependent sodium channels with
different gating properties [6]. Interestingly, however, editing of RNA
transcripts is not limited to brain ion channels, but apparently expands
also on some many more other gene families [7]. The recent discovery
of RNA (and protein) mutations in the chemosensory protein (CSP)
gene family in various tissues of the silkworm moth Bombyx mori,
particularly in the female pheromone gland, strongly challenges the
dogmatic concept that mutation is lethal and does not serve any
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possibility for a change in protein function [8-9]. The mutations
highlighted in B. mori CSPs including Cysteine substitutions and
Glycine insertion are pinpointed in the key features of the protein
structure, strongly arguing for CSP-RNA nucleotide substitutions
through or mediated via RNA editing and new residue insertion to
produce new proteins with novel functions in pheromone synthesis
[10] (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Effects of RNA and protein mutations on CSP function.
The gene is initially transcribed into precursor messenger RNA
(pre-mRNA), which is further processed (splicing of introns) to lead to
mRNA molecule (steps 1 & 2). The mature mRNA is exported out the
nucleus and translated into protein following the genetic code (step 3).
This leads for instance in a motif such as Methionine-AspartateCysteine-Valine (step 4) as found in silkworm moth Bombyx mori
chemosensory protein-1 (BmorCSP1, AY766376, AF509239,
JQ085850-JQ085858, JQ253592-JQ253630; BmorCSP1, AAM34276,
AAV34688, 2JNT_A). The composition of the mature protein is
unchanged and forms an alpha-helical profile typical for CSP proteins
(5). However, eventually mRNA is edited thanks to ADAR and/or
ADAT adenosine deaminase enzymes, converting A-to-G and/or U-toC on specific key base locations. This leads to conversion of protein
motif from Met-Asp-Cys-Val to Val-Asp-Cys-Val, Met-Gly-Cys-Val
and/or Thr-Asp-Cys-Ala mutant peptides (4’). Using modeling
(SWISS-MODEL) shows that such pinpointed amino acid mutations
have no effects on the protein structure (2JNT_A), but insertion of Gly
near Cys in the protein significantly affects the alpha-helical profile on
crucial binding sites (5’). The succession of the two mutation events
(first RNA, then protein) might therefore lead to a CSP first with subtle
changes in crucial binding sites then with a subtle structure change,
both events occurring probably directing the protein to new function.
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